Style transfer has been widely applied to give real-world images a new artistic look. However, given a stylized image, the attempts to use typical style transfer methods for de-stylization or transferring it again into another style usually lead to artifacts or undesired results. We realize that these issues are originated from the content inconsistency between the original image and its stylized output. Therefore in this paper we advance to keep the content information of the input image during process of style transfer by the power of steganography, with two approaches proposed: a two-stage model and an end-to-end model. We conduct extensive experiments to successfully verify the capacity of our models, in which both of them are able to not only generate stylized images of quality comparable with the ones produced by state-of-the-art style transfer methods, but also effectively eliminate the artifacts introduced in reconstructing original input from a stylized image as well as performing multiple times of style transfer in series.
Introduction
A style transfer approach typically aims to modify an input photo such that its content can be preserved but the associated style is revised as the one of a reference image. In comparison to the classical methods which generally rely on matching color statistics between the reference image and modified output [8, 19] , the introduction of deep learning in recent years has brought a great leap because of being able to capture more semantic and high-level representation for the content and style of a image thus produce more photorealistic stylization. In particular, after the advent of first deep-learning style transfer work [5] , many research efforts [4, 5, 11, 23] have gone with the trend to propose faster, more visually appealing, and more universal algorithms for style transfer.
Without loss of generality, as these approaches basi- * These authors contributed equally. cally perform transformation on the content feature of input photo according to the style feature coming from reference image, the appearance of photo is usually altered to have various colors or textures, which inevitably causes changes to the fine-grained details in content information. Consequently, the style-transferred output no longer has the same content feature as the original input, leading to some issues yet barely discussed: serial and reverse style transfer. The former attempts to transfer an image which is already stylized into another arbitrary artistic style, while the latter aims to remove the effect of the stylization. These two are actual problems of style transfer application in practical situation as: we have a stylized image in hand but its original photo has been lost. Is there a way to transfer this stylized image again into another arbitrary style while keeping the content structure as the original one? Moreover, is it possible to restore the original photo from the stylized image? Although these two problems intuitively seem easy to solve by performing style transfer again on the stylized image with taking the image of another artistic style or the original photo as the source of stylization respectively, the results are usu-ally not visually satisfying and lose the content consistency. For instance, when two style transfer operations are performed in series, such characteristic brings artifacts to the final output and makes it significantly distinct from the result obtained by applying the second style transfer to the original input, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 1 . Similarly, upon taking a stylized image and its corresponding original photo as sources of content and style respectively, we are not able to achieve reverse stylization of reconstructing back the original input, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 1 .
To tackle the aforementioned issues, it calls for a framework which can not only generate visually appealing stylized images as typical style-transfer approaches do, but also maintain the important representations related to the content feature of input photo, so that the content inconsistency between the stylized image and the original photo can be compensated afterwards. In this paper we propose to achieve so by integrating the power of steganography [6, 1, 25] into style transfer approaches, where the content information of input photo is hidden into the style-transferred output with steganographic method. Upon having the decoder which is trained to extract the hidden information from the stylized image produced by our proposed method, the issue of having severe artifacts which happens when transferring stylized image to another style or removing its applied style could be resolved. We implement the idea with two different deep-learning architectures, where one is a two-stage model and the other one is an end-to-end model, as going to be detailed in Section 3. We conduct extensive experimental validation with comparison to several baselines and demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed method to advance serial and reverse style transfer.
Related Works
Style transfer. Giving images a new artistic style or texture has long been a topic that attracts researchers' attention. Some of the early research works prior to the renaissance of deep learning tackle the style transfer by simply matching the characteristic in color, or searching for the correspondences across source and style images [3, 8] . Instead of using low-level feature cues as early works, Gatys et al. [4, 5] utilize representations obtained from the pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract more semantic description on the content and style features of images. Their methods are capable of generating visually appealing results, but being extremely slow due to iterative optimization for matching style features between the output and style image.
In order to speed up the process of image style transfer, several feed-forward approaches (e.g. [11, 23] ) are proposed, which directly learn feed-forward networks to approximate the iterative optimization procedure with respect to the same objectives. The style transfer now can be carried out in real time, however, there usually exists a tradeoff between the the processing speed and the image quality of the stylized output. For example, the result of [11] suffers from repetitive patterns in plain area. Fortunately, Ulyanov et al. uncover that the image quality produced by the network of [11] could be greatly improved through replacing its batch normalization layers (BN) with instance normalization (IN) ones, while [24] steps further to introduce conditional instance normalization and learns to perform realtime style transfer upon multiple styles that have been seen during training. Nevertheless, all these feed-forward models are typically constrained to particular styles and hardly generalizable to arbitrary stylization. That's where adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN) [9] comes into play.
AdaIN could be roughly seen as IN with a twist. It substantially follows the steps of IN, except now the content feature of input photo is first normalized then affinetransformed by using the mean and standard deviation of the style features of style image. This operation matches the statistics of content and style features in order to transfer the input photo into an arbitrary style, since the parameters applied in AdaIN is dependent upon the target style. Given a content feature x and a style feature y, the procedure of AdaIN is defined as:
where µ and σ denote the mean and standard deviation respectively. There are other research works [18, 14] sharing the similar idea with AdaIN, where various manners are introduced for adaptively transforming the content feature of input photo in accordance to the style image. In our proposed method, we utilize AdaIN as the base model for style transfer and make extensions for handling issues of serial and reverse stylizations.
Image de-stylization / Reverse style transfer. As image style transfer typically applies artistic styles to the input images, image de-stylization or reverse style transfer attempts to remove those styles from the stylized images and recover them back to their original appearance. To the best of our knowledge, only a handful of research works tackle this topic. Shiri et al. [20, 21] explore the field of image destylization with a particular focus on human faces. Their methods learn a style removal network to recover the photorealistic face images from the stylized portraits and retain the identity information. However, they rely on the specific properties of human faces, so it can hardly be generalized to other object categories. The naive approach of having the original input as the style image and other methods from the image-to-image translation area (e.g. CycleGAN [26] or Pix2Pix [10] ) are also incapable of achieving image destylization or only applicable to the seen styles (thus not universal), as already shown in [21] .
Image steganography. Image steganography is a way to deliver a message secretly by hiding it into in an irrelevant cover image while minimizing the perturbations within the cover, and has been studied for a long period in the area of image processing [13, 2] . In general, traditional approaches rely on carefully and manually designed algorithms to achieve both message hiding and retrieval from the cover image. Some examples of such methods would be HUGO [17] and least significant bit steganography [6] . After the application of deep learning has grown popular, few research works [7, 1, 25] explore the possibility of having deep neural networks perform steganography on images, where the hiding and revealing processes are learned together in the manner of end-to-end training. [7] proposes to train the steganographic algorithm and steganalyzer jointly via an adversarial scheme between threeplayers. In comparison to handling lower bit rates of [7] , [1] intends to hide an image entirely into another image of the same size, but has a potential drawback of being detectable. For the method proposed in [25] , it hides relatively smaller amount of message into an irrelevant cover image but specifically tackles the problem of making the hidden message robust to noises.
Proposed Method
As motivated in introduction, the objective of our work is to solve the issues of serial and reverse style transfer by hiding the content information into the results of image style transfer with steganography.
We approach this goal with two different models, which are a two-stage model and an end-to-end model. The detailed implementation of both models are described in the following subsections.
Two-Stage Model
The first model proposed in our work is a two-stage pipeline built upon a straightforward integration of style transfer and steganography networks, as shown in Figure 2(a) . In the first stage, we base on the state-of-the-art style transfer model, AdaIN [9] , to stylize the content image I c according to the style image I s . Afterward in the second stage, the steganography network learns an encoder to hide the content information of I c into the stylized image I t from previous stage, as well as a paired decoder which is able to retrieve the hidden information from the encoded image.
Style Transfer Stage
The architecture of AdaIN style transfer is composed of a pre-trained VGG19 [22] encoder E V GG and a decoder D AdaIN , where its computation can be briefly summarized as follows: 1) the encoder extracts from content im-age I c and style image I s to get the content feature v c = E V GG (I c ) and style feature v s = E V GG (I s ) respectively; 2) based on the transformation of Eq. 1, the content feature v c is adaptively normalized according to the statistics of style feature v s to obtain the target feature v t ; and 3) the stylized output I t is finally produced by D AdaIN (v t ).
While encoder E V GG is pre-trained and fixed (based on first few layers of VGG19 up to relu4 1), the learning of AdaIN style transfer focuses on training D AdaIN with respect to the objective (same as in AdaIN [9] ):
in which the content loss L content and style loss L style are defined as follows with their balance controlled by λ style :
where each l i denotes the feature map obtained from a layer in VGG19, and L = { relu1 1, relu2 1, relu3 1, relu4 1 } in our experiments. In addition to the objective function above which encourages D AdaIN (v t ) to output the stylized image I t with its content feature E V GG (I t ) close to target v t and similar style as I t , in our model we also equip D AdaIN to perform identity mapping, i.e. reconstructing content imageĨ c solely from its content feature v c , for the purpose of better dealing with reverse style transfer later. To achieve identity mapping, we occasionally place the same photo for both content and style images during the training procedure of D AdaIN , such that the content feature v c and target feature v t are identical, thus the output I t of D AdaIN is similar to I c by using the same objectives as Eq. 3.
Steganography Stage
The steganography stage in our model contains a message encoder E msg and a corresponding message decoder D msg . Basically, the message encoder E msg aims to hide content feature v c into stylized image I t and produce the encoded image I e = E msg (I t , v c ), which is exactly the output of our two-stage model, while the message decoder D msg conversely tries to decode v c out from I e . As typical scheme of steganography, the difference between the encoded image I e and stylized image I t ideally is visually undetectable, therefore the E msg is trained to minimize the objective defined as:
(a) Visualization of the architecture and training objectives for our proposed two-stage model, which is composed of a style transfer stage (shaded in purple) and a steganography stage (shaded in green).
(b) Illustrations of how to apply our two-stage model in the tasks of reverse and serial style transfer respectively. On the other hand, the message decoder D msg is optimized to well retrieve the message v c hidden in I e , with respect to the objective:
The architecture designs for both E msg and D msg follow the ones used in the recent steganography paper [25] . It is worth noting here that our two-stage model generally is not limited to take any style transfer approach as its base in the first stage, once the corresponding decoder is able to perform identity mapping as our D AdaIN .
Reverse & Serial Stylization by Two-Stage Model
Reverse style transfer As shown in the left portion of 
End-to-End Model
Aside from our two-stage model which ideally is able to take any style transfer method as its base, here we propose an end-to-end model that digs deeply into the characteristic of AdaIN for enabling image stylization and content information encryption simultaneously in a single network.
As we know, the procedure of AdaIN (cf. Eq. 1) produce a target feature v t by transforming the content feature v c to match the statistics of the style feature v s , i.e. mean µ(v s ) and standard deviation σ(v s ). Assume there exists an inverse function which can estimate the corresponding target
Based on this hypothesis, our end-to-end model is designed to have several key components as shown in 
Third, as motivated in our hypothesis, there should be an inverse target decoder E inv which is able to recover the target vector v t used for generating I st . It is worth noting that, here we design E inv to have the same architecture as E V GG , but it is trained to ignore the influence caused by the encrypted information in I st and focus on retrieving the target vector v t . With denoting the feature vector estimated by E inv asv t = E inv (I st ), the objective function for training E inv is then defined as
Fourth, with having {μ(v c ),σ(v c )} andv t obtained from E decrypt and E inv (I st ) respectively, we can reconstruct the content featurev c according to:
Then an objective is defined based on the difference betweenv c and the original v c :
where it can update D encrypt , E decrypt , and E inv jointly. Finally, as the similar idea of having identity mapping in our two-stage model, here we additionally learn a plain image decoder D plain which can map a content feature back to the corresponding content image I c , and its training is simply done by:
We provide some implementation details here: D encrypt is a deeper version of the decoder used in the original AdaIN implementation. It consists of 3 nearest up-sampling layers, 13 convolutional layers with kernels of size 3 × 3, and ReLU activations after each conv-layer except the last one; E decrypt stacks up 8 building blocks, where each building block contains a convolutional layer with kernels of size 3 × 3, a batch normalization layer, a ReLU activation, and a max-pooling layer with kernel of size 3×3. We also balance the weights between objectives during training.
Reverse & Serial Stylization by End-to-End Model
After our end-to-end model are properly trained, since the content vector of the original content image can be reconstructed by using Eq. 9, the reverse and serial style transfer are now straightforwardly achievable, as shown in Figure 4 .
Reverse style transfer The reverse style transfer, which recovers the original image based on a stylized image I st , is done by having the decrypted content featurev c go through the plain image decoder D plain .
Serial style transfer Given a stylized image I st , by decrypting content featurev t from I st and extracting style feature v s from a new style image, the serial style transfer is then produced based on D plain (AdaIN(v c , v s )). Please note here we can again encrypt the statistics of content feature into the output, as shown in the lower part of Figure 4 , for enabling multiple times of style transfer in series.
In the experiments we will show that the results of serial style transfer produced by both our proposed two-stage and end-to-end models are with significantly less artifacts, and also close to the ones obtained by the typical style transfer approach (using content image I c and style image I s ). Likewise, the results of reverse style transfer is quite similar to their original content images as well.
Experiment

Dataset
We follow the the similar setting as in [9] to build up the training set for our models. We randomly sample 10K content and 20K style images respectively from the training set of MS-COCO [15] and the training set of WikiArt [16] . These training images are first resized to have the smallest dimension be 512 while the aspect ratio is kept, then randomly cropped to the size of 256×256.
Qualitative Evaluation
We compare our proposed models with respect to the baselines from Gatys et al. [5] and AdaIN [9] , based on the qualitative results for the tasks of regular, reverse and serial style transfer. Please note that all the style images used in qualitative evaluation are never seen during the training of our models.
Regular Style Transfer
As the goal of our proposed models is not aiming to improve the quality of regular style transfer, we simply ex-amine whether the stylization produced by our models is reasonable in comparison to the baselines. Figure. 5 provides example results of regular style transfer generated by using different methods. We can see that although both our two-stage and end-to-end models have different stylized results w.r.t their base AdaIN approach, they retain comparable quality where the global structure of content image is maintained and the stylization is effective.
Reverse Style Transfer
The goal of reverse style transfer is perform de-stylization on a stylized image, such that the content image can be reconstructed as close as possible to its original appearance. As the baselines, Gatys et al. [5] and AdaIN [9] , have no corresponding procedures for reverse style transfer, we utilize the approach shown in the bottom of Figure 1 as a naive solution for them, where the stylization is applied to a given stylized image with having the original content image as source of target style. Please note here that the naive solution of reverse style transfer for baselines needs the access to original content image, while our proposed models can perform de-stylization solely from the given stylized image.
Two sets of example results for the task of reverse style transfer are shown in Figure 6 . From set (a), both baselines, especially AdaIN, fail to preserve the contour of the face. Although the results of our two-stage and end-to-end models have some mild color patches and slight color shift respectively, they both well reconstruct the overall structure of the content image. Similar observation also exists in set (b). The results of both our proposed models are unaffected by the fuzzy patterns in stylized images, and have clear boundaries between objects; While the baselines could not discriminate the actual contours from the edges caused by stylization, which leads to the results with severe artifacts. These experimental results verify the capability of our models toward resolving the issue of reverse style transfer.
Serial Style Transfer
Serial style transfer attempts to transfer a stylized image into another different style, while keeping the result minimally affected by the previous stylization. Ideally, the result of serial style transfer is expected to be close to the one obtained by stylizing the original content image with the new style image, as the procedure illustrated in the upper half of Figure 1 . Two sets of example results of serial style transfer are shown in Figure 7 . It is obvious that the results produced by our proposed method are much similar to their respective expectations than the ones from baselines which are deeply influenced by the previous stylization. Therefore our proposed models are successfully verified for their competence on dealing with serial style transfer.
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Gatys [5] AdaIN [9] Two-stage End-to-end Figure 5 . Comparison between the results of regular style transfer produced by different methods. First two columns show the pairs of content style images; Third to last columns demonstrate the results generated by Gatys [5] , AdaIN [9] , our two-stage model, and our end-to-end model respectively. We observe that our models are able to generate results with quality comparable to the baselines.
(1)
Gatys [5] AdaIN [9] Two-stage End-to-end Gatys [5] AdaIN [9] Two-stage End-to-end (a) (b) Figure 6 . Two sets of example results for reverse style transfer. The rows from top to bottom sequentially show (1) stylized images, (2) corresponding content images, and (3) the de-stylized results. Our models better reconstruct the overall structure of original content images.
Quantitative Evaluation
We conduct experiments to quantitatively evaluate the performance of our proposed models in both tasks of reverse and serial style transfer. A test set is built upon 1000 content images randomly sampled from the testing set of MS-COCO, with each of them transferred into 5 random styles that are never seen in training our models. We perform reverse and serial transfer style with different models and compare the outputs with respect to their corresponding expectations. The averaged L2 distance is used to measure the difference and the results are shown in Table 1 . Both our models perform better than the baselines. Particularly, our two-stage model achieve the best performance for both tasks of reverse and serial style transfer. The performance of the proposed end-to-end model is competitive for reverse style transfer but marginally worse for serial style transfer, even though it results looks perceptually fine (cf. Figure 7) . We hypothesize that this is caused by color shift appeared in the results of end-to-end model, which tends to affect L2 distance drastically. 
Ablation Study
Here we perform ablation studies to verify the benefits of some design choices in our proposed models.
Identity mapping of two-stage model As described in Sec. 3.1.1, for the decoder D AdaIN , we have an additional objective based on identity mapping. From the example results provided in Figure 8 , we can see the ones produced by our D AdaIN have less artifacts, which clearly demonstrate the benefits to the task of reverse style transfer brought by using identity mapping in our proposed model, in comparison to the decoder used in the typical style transfer method.
Gatys [5] AdaIN [9] Two-stage End-to-end Gatys [5] AdaIN [9] Two-stage End-to-end (a) (b) Figure 9 . Comparison between using Einv and EV GG to extract the target feature vt in reverse style transfer. The ones of using Einv show better tolerance toward the influence of stylization.
Using E inv to recover v t from I st in end-to-end model There is a potential argument that we could replace E inv with E V GG due to the similarity between L inv and L content in our end-to-end model (please note that E V GG is pretrained and kept fixed). Hence we perform experiments accordingly in the task of reverse style transfer, and observe that the results of using E inv better preserve the overall content structure, while the ones of using E V GG tend to have severe interference from stylization as shown in Figure 9 . The benefit of having E inv in our model is thus verified.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce the issues and artifacts that are inevitably introduced by typical style transfer methods in the scenarios of serial and reverse style transfer. We successfully address these problems by proposing a two-stage and an end-to-end approach while retaining the image quality of stylized output comparable to the state-of-the-art style transfer method simultaneously. Our proposed methods are novel on uniquely integrating the steganography technique into style transfer for preserving the important characteristic of content features extracted from input photo, and the extensive experiments clearly verify the capability of our networks. Furthermore, the training data for the proposed methods is simply a collection of natural images and their stylized output with arbitrary styles, no additional information nor supervision is required.
Here we provide three more sets of results in Figure 12 , demonstrating the differences between the results of regular, reverse, and serial style transfer performed by different methods.
A.2. Serial Style Transfer for Multiple Times
To further demonstrate the ability of preserving the content information of our models, we perform serial style transfer on an image for multiple times. There are three sets of results in Figure 13 for comparing the results generated by different methods. It can be seen that Gatys et al. [5] and AdaIN [9] fail to distinguish the contour of the content objects from the edges caused by the stylization, thus the results deviate further from the original content when serial style transfer is applied. As for our two-stage and end-toend model, the content is still nicely preserved even in the final results after a series of style transfer. It clearly indicates that our models provide better solutions to the issue of serial style transfer. Table 2 . The average L2 distance between the expected results for reverse and serial style transfer and the actual results generated by AdaIN decoder trained by using identity mapping or not.
B. More Ablation Studies
B.1.1 Quantitative Evaluation of Identity Mapping
We evaluate the effect of having identity mapping (Section 3.1.1 in the main paper) in our proposed two-stage model, based on the average L2 distance, the results are provided in Table 2 . It clearly shows that adding identity mapping in the training of AdaIN decoder D AdaIN enhances the performance of reverse and serial style transfer.
B.1.2 Serial Style Transfer with De-Stylized Image
As mentioned in the main paper (cf. Section 3.1.3), we stylize the image generated from the decoded message to perform serial style transfer. However, we can also resolve the issue of serial style transfer in a different way. Figure 10 shows that we can implement serial style transfer by stylizing the de-stylized image from the result of reserve style transfer. For comparison, we qualitatively evaluate the results generated with the de-stylized image and the decoded message. Figure 11 shows that the results of these two methods are nearly identical. Since the model using decoded message (as in the main paper) is simpler than the other, we choose to adopt it in our proposed method.
B.1.3 Training with and without Adversarial Learning
As mentioned in Section 3.1.3 of the main paper, the architectures of our message encoder E msg and decoder D msg in the steganography stage are the same as the ones used in HiDDeN [25] , while HiDDeN [25] additionally utilizes adversarial learning to improve the performance of encoding. Here we also experiment to train our steganography stage with adversarial learning as well, where two losses {L discriminator , L generator } are added to our object function as follows. (13) where Dis denotes the discriminator used in adversarial learning. In our experiment here, the architecture of the discriminator is identical to the one used in HiDDeN [25] and we adopt the optimization procedure proposed in [12] for adversarial learning. Afterward, we perform qualitative evaluation and quantitative evaluations on the results, as shown in Figure 14 and Table 3 respectively. We observed that adding adversarial learning does not enhance the quantitative performance too much, similarly, we remarked that the results are nearly Figure 10 . Illustrations of how to apply our two-stage model in the task of serial style transfer with de-stylized image.
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Message De-stylized Ground Truth Figure 11 . Comparison between the results of serial style transfer generated with decoded messages and the de-stylized images.
identical according to qualitative examples, as shown in Figure 14 . It is mentioned in Section 3.2 of the main paper that the training of a plain image decoder D plain in the end-toend model shares the same idea with the identity mapping, which is used in learning AdaIN decoder D AdaIN of the two-stage model. However, although they both are trained to reconstruct the image I c with its own feature E V GG (I c ), these two decoders accentuate different parts of the given feature during the reconstruction. The AdaIN decoder is trained to decode the results of regular and reverse style transfer simultaneously, but with an emphasis on the stylization, considering that identity mapping is only activated occasionally during the training. It is optimized toward both content and style features based on the perceptual loss in order to evaluate the effect of the stylization. As for the plain image decoder, it is solely trained for reconstructing the image with the given content feature, and optimized with the L2 distance to the original image. Such distinction brings differences to the images decoded from the same feature by these two decoders, as shown in Figure 15 .
Comparing to the results generated by the plain image decoder, the images decoded by the AdaIN decoder have sharper edges and more fine-grained details, but sometimes the straight lines are distorted and the contours of the objects are not in the same place as they are in the original image, harming the consistency of the overall content structure. Examples can be found in Figure 15 , especially on the boundaries of the buildings. The benefit of introducing the plain image decoder for reverse style transfer of end-to-end model is therefore verified.
Gatys [5] AdaIN [9] Our Two-Stage Our End-to-End Gatys [5] AdaIN [9] Our Two-Stage Our End-to-End Gatys [5] AdaIN [9] Our Two-Stage 
(3)
(3) (4) Figure 13 . Three sets of example results of serial style transfer for multiple times. The top row contains the style images used in each serial style transfer. The rows in each set sequentially show the results generated by (1) Gatys et al. [5] , (2) AdaIN [9] , (3) our two-stage model, and (4) our end-to-end model. Except the leftmost column, which are the content images, every stylized image is generated with the content feature of the image in its left, and the style feature of the image at the top of the column. The content of the results produced by our proposed models are less distorted by the intermediate style transfer operations.
Content Style Regular Reverse Second Style Serial Expected Serial Figure 14 . Comparison between the expected results for reverse and serial issues and the actual results generated w/ adversarial learning (1) and w/o adversarial learning (2).
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(a) (b) Figure 15 . Comparison between the images decoded from the same feature vectors by (1) the AdaIN decoder D AdaIN in two-stage model and (2) the plain image decoder D plain in end-to-end model. In set (a), the features given to the decoders are the content features extracted from the images in the top row by pre-trained VGG19 [22] , which is EV GG(Ic). As for set (b), the given feature vectors are the ones derived from the stylized images (the second row) with the end-to-end model, i.evc.
